
 

ROOTING YOUR TEMPLE BODY  
 

Womb Wisdom Mapping & Tracking Your Moon Cycle 

 
 

Within your womb lies one of the most incredible connections you have to Mama Gaia,               

the Moon, the cosmos and our feminine ancestral line. Our menstrual cycle also referred to as our moon cycle                   

or moon aligns with the moon and her phases, the lunar cycle. Tuning into how your moon cycle aligns with the                     

lunar cycle offers a beautiful way to embrace your feminine creative essence and your body. In ancient times,                   

women bled together in a red tent, connecting to their creative and intuitive natures. 

 

(In the TBA book list within the Resources tab, I highly suggest reading the book, The Red Tent by Anita                    

Diamant, or even watching the movie if you haven’t already.) 

 

 

TBA MOON MAP, LUNAR PHASES & ARCHETYPES 
 

In Birthing Sexual Sovereignty, the third trimester of Awakening, we will spend time             

going more in-depth experiencing and connecting with the Four Archetypes, and how we are affected by the                 

lunar cycle, for now, I would love to give you the foundation through our Temple Body Arts Moon Map. 
 

 



 

As you learn to understand yourself as a changing woman, and how your innate power               

and wisdom shifts with your moon cycle, you can reclaim your feminine power. We experience four phases                 

consisting of different hormonal, physical, and spiritual changes in a lunar cycle, every 29.5 days. Even though                 

each of our cycles may not exactly line up with the moon, we can still understand more about ourselves                   

through understanding these different lunar phases and archetypes. 
 
 

Temple Body Arts Moon Map 
 

 
 

 

The Four Archetypes:  
 

Sacred Dreamer   (New Moon)        |        Graceful Warrior   (Waxing Moon) 
Mother/Lover   (Full Moon)          |                     Wild Woman (Waning Moon) 

 
Each archetype that lives within you is here to guide, teach and show you the               
way, you just have to give her space and permission to be fully felt and expressed.  
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Tracking Your Moon Cycle Practice   
 

Do you keep track of when you bleed and ovulate and how it correlates with the lunar cycle?  

 

I invite you to map your cycle with the moon. Day 1 is the first day of menstruation which is                    

considered the Sacred Dreamer Archetype aligned with the New Moon in the lunar cycle. Start tracking your                 

moon cycle by writing it down in a journal. Each day, record where the moon is in its cycle and where your                      

moon cycle is. Become aware of how you feel emotionally when you ovulate and when you are bleeding to                   

reconnect with your natural rhythm.  

 

For women who have passed through the threshold of Menopause, know that you have              

the capacity to embody all of these archetypes simultaneously and still track shifts with the lunar cycle.  

 

Through these different phases, the invitation is to know yourself and your            
natural rhythm. By honoring your innate wisdom within these phases, you receive clarity and inner               

guidance. However, this is only possible if you give yourself the time and space to go within and commit to this                     

journey of self-discovery.  
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